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1. “While I was living at the Pieskowa Skała castle, I learned from the caretaker about a 
cellar nobody ever visited. I somehow managed to get hold of the keys and entered the room. I 
was completely shocked or even horrified at the sight of a stony floor hidden under a kind of 
carpet consisting of, as it turned out later, a layer of butterflies’ wings without bodies, 
covered with spider webs. A sort of cemetery. I spent many hours watching the place, 
absorbing its atmosphere. I had no idea why so many butterflies had died in the cellar. After 
some time I realised that once a day, at the same time, a ray of sunlight enters the cellar 
though two tiny round windows, focusing at one point on the stony floor. This phenomenon 
lasts for about 9 minutes, which I have also registered with my camera. On the basis of my 
observations, I have formed the hypothesis that butterflies fly into the cellar following the 
light but the moment it disappears they are unable to find their way out and die, exhausted 
with searching.”  
 
2. Piotr Jaros’s films, drawings, collages, photographs and prototypes from recent years, both 
those devoted to the enigmatic sphere of home and hearth, as well as his ironic futuristic 
fantasies of work, take the form of openly structured existential anecdotes. And even if his 
anecdotes do not illustrate any particular point, they are not deprived of truth. Their perverse 
philosophy is based on the fact that they do not pretend to be what they are not, remaining 
mere fragments of the recorded reality, with no intentions of explaining or exemplifying 
anything. In spite of that, they provide us with a glimpse of a future which cannot yet be 
imagined, a future, where objects will finally loose their raison d’être in favour of concepts, 
ideas or mental projects. Production of tangible objects has lost its importance. They are 
superfluous baggage from the past we will get rid of sooner or later. What matters today is a 
design of a new world. A mental change which will sweep the whole visible and tangible 
world onto a historical and technological waste heap – possibly including all that used to be of 
value and essence to ourselves. That is why the foundation of Piotr Jaros’s works consists of a 
common-sense dose of cynicism and calculation. The whole visible world requires 
redesigning, which for now is tantamount with confronting our desires.  
 
3.  A self-conscious girl offers us coffee, lights up an incense stick and says: “I don’t know 
why I’m living here, this town is so depressive, the wind never stops blowing, I’m sleepy all 
the time, I fear even to think that I should do anything.”  
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